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&G Settles: Accepts 2-Year Contract
Agree to 7% Wage Offer

Frank Gontar?, business agent for union local 531, consoles the workers of Buildings
and Grounds after the vote to accept the college contract offer. The meeting took place
Thursday morning in the garage of the Buildings and Grounds building.

Minot: Keep Deferment
If Number Below 195
by Matthew Moloshok
Students with lottery numbers below 195 community members, has an office in the
should not drop their 2-S deferments, ac- .Chapel's choir room. The office will be open
cording to Stephen Minot, Adjunct Associate 3:00-5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday and
from 7:00 -9:00 Monday nights.
Professor of English.
A list of all counselors' names, addresses,
Minot, a draft counselor, said some
students with numbers below 195 have been and phone numbers is now available at the
dropping their 2-S deferments in the Mather Hall Office said Barkan. He also
mistaken belief they will not be drafted if said the Chaplain's secretary, extension 255,
their draft board does not have time to issue will answer all calls for TDC.
an induction order before the end of the
year,
Minot warned that draft boards have the
first three months of 1971 to induct anyone
whose number was reached but who was not
drafted.
According to Minot, the National Director
of the Selective Service System, Dr. Curtis
W. Tarr, has announced that almost every
board in the country will reach the legal
ceiling of 195 by the end of the year, Minot
said all Connecticut boards are expected to
reach 195.
The words 'fortune teller' bring to mind
If a student wants to have his
classification changed to I-A, he has until crystal balls and gypsy caravans with fiery
midnight, December 31, 1971, to file his black stallions, and dimly lit, shadowy parrequest, according to a news release from lors, .and whispered messages of future
and impending
crises.
the Selective Service. "Should a young man fortunes
hold a number higher than that reached by
Recently, the TRIPOD visited the abode
his local board - and No. 195 has been set as of a local fortuneteller. Unfortunately,
the highest number which any local board because fortune telling is illegal, fortune
can reach --' it is to his advantage to teller asked that the TRIPOD not use her
voluntarily give up his deferment for a I-A name or picture.
classification," according to the release.
In a telephone conversation beforehand,
A student classified I-A whose number is the woman asked where we had found her
not reached by Dec. 31st 1970 will move to a name. Only after this information was given
low draft priority group on January 1, 1971 did she grant us an appointment. Her voice,
the release said.
although not mysterious, was soft; it
A group has been formed to give students sounded slightly confused. The woman had
information and advice on their options the accent of a second-generation imunder the draft, according to one of its migrant. She said she would see us after she
members, Steve Barkan, 173.
had finished feeding the children supper.
The Trinity Draft Counselors, made up of When we arrived, we found no trace of an
28 administrators, faculty, students, and

Buildings and Grounds workers ratified a
proposed contract today, ending a week long
strike against the College.
The contract included only minor improvements over the College's pre-strike
offer to the members of local 531 of the
Service Employees Union, AFL-CIO who
work at the College.
The Union won its demand for double-time
pay for holidays. The College had proposed
keeping the present 1-1/2 times regular pay
for holidays.
The Union lost all of its other economic
demands including a 10.6% pay raise, more
paid holidays, and changes in the financing
of pension and health insurance plans.
The Union also accepted the two year
contract with new wage negotiations after
one year which the College had offered,
instead of the one-year contract which the
Union had proposed.
The contract gives the B&G workers 7%
pay raises and a 10? per hour pay hike for all
employees at the bottom of the pay scale for
their job classification after one year at the
College.
The College agreed to some changes in the
language of the contract according to
Harold Alpert a Union trustee. Alpert said
that the Union had asked for further
language changes to insure that "we are
treated like human beings." Alpert indicated that the Union was disatisfied with
some B&G foremen who workers accuse of
mistreating employees.
The College also agreed to hold special
classes in English and basic mathematics if
B&G workers expressed interest.
The contract was arrived at after meeting
Wednesday afternoon between College and
Union negotiators and federal and state
mediators.
At the meeting Thursday morning in the
B&G garage, Alpert recommended that the
employees accept the College's offer. He
said that the College would have to stay on
strike until January or February in order to

Union
There will be a meeting for members of
the Service Employees Union, Sunday,
10:30 a.m., in the Knights of Columbus
hall, route 5 in Meriden.

get a better contract offer from the College.
"We would have to strike too long to make
it worth anything we could get," Alpert said.
Alpert blamed the strike's failure chiefly
on the lack of student support for the strike.
"We have been unable to get support from
the students except in a very token way,"
Alpert said.
"If 100 or 150 students had really put some
time in on the picket line the College's attitude would have been different," he said.

Meeting Asks
Tuition Hike
Student activity during the last days of the
Buildings and Grounds strike centered on a
second all-College meeting and questions
about the College's financial position.
At an all-College meeting Tuesday night,
students voted to join the B&G picket lines in
support of the union's request for binding
arbitration and to gather the names of
students in favor of a $10 tuition increase to
help pay for the union's demands.
Associate Comptroller Robert A.
Pedemonti told the meeting that it would
cost the College about $17,000 more to meet
the Union's demands than to pay for the
College's proposed wage hike.
:
Vice-President Thomas A. Smith agreed
that the $17,000 difference represented about
$10 for each of the College's 1500 students.
He warned however that acceptance of the
Union's demands would cost the College
more than the $17,000. "We can not go above
the 7% figure (the College's offer) because
we know in justice we would have to do
something comparable for the staff, faculty,
and administration," Smith said.
According to Smith, the College plans to
give faculty, secretarial staff, and administrators raises averaging 5%.
If these raises were increased, the cost to
the College would be much more than
$17,000, Smith continues.
Pedemonti said that the budget requests
for the 1971-72 fiscal year totalled $500,000
more than next year's estimated income.
Smith said.that the planned pay raises for
the faculty, staff and administration might
"(Con Untied'on Page 7)

Modern Crystal Ball

Hartford Fortune Teller Found
by Cathy Harris
exotic gypsy camp near the fortune teller's
home. Instead, a baby carriage blocked the
doorway of her small, first-floor apartment.
Her husband answered the door. He
regarded us cautiously, and let us in only
after we announced that we had an appointment. His hair covered his ears, and
thin artificial blond streaks ran through it.
The apartment was sparcely furnished:
there were just two Danish-modern chairs, a
couch upholstered in imitation leather, and
family photographs on a table. A very
Italian looking youth smiled broadly from
one picture frame. In a corner, a young Bob
Hopellirted with a pretty blond on the T.V.
set. From the livingroomj half of a kitchen
was visible. A turkey covered with tin foil
sat on the kitchen table along with several
baby bottles full of what looked like apple
juice. The baby stood in the center of the

living room in a baby walker. Seated in one
of the chairs, a large black haired woman
with huge, elephant-like legs waited for her
appointment. Her eyebrows were penciled
and heavy blue eye shadow covered her
eyelids.
Suddenly the fortune teller emerged from
the bedroom. She beckoned the large blackhaired woman to follow her and disappeared
before we had a chance to realize that she
was indeed the fortune teller. She looked
more like a young housewife with a baby,
Danish-modern furniture with imitation
leather upholstry • and a tin-foil-covered
turkey. We did not get a good glimpse of her.
A pretty blond woman had come out with
the fortune teller. She took the seat of the
large woman, and smiled.
"How old is the baby^" she asked the
(Continued on Page 4)
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McNatty Play
Next at Yale
The world premiere of a new play by one
of America's leading young dramatists,
Terrence McNally, entitled "Where Has
Tommy Flowers Gone?" is scheduled as the
third production of the Yale Repertory
Theatre's current fifth anniversary season.
Opening January 7, McNally's first fulllength play since 1965 will be presented for
an exclusive three and one-half week run
continuing through January 30.
Partially inspired by the techniques of the
Yale Repertory Theatre company, which
McNally observed closely during its summer engagement in East Hampton, Long
Island, "Where Has Tommy Flowers
Gone?" follows the picaresque adventures
and progress of a bizarre new American
type at large among the best known locales
in New York City.
Explosive in its implications, this work
will use presentational devices, including
music, graphics, slides, and transformations in a new theatrical form.

1- «.,•

(Whetzel Photo)

Qwerty and the Indians

David Bargman (left) and Cotter Smith in a scene from QUERTY AND THE INDIANS by Miklos Horvath. The play
will be the second of two one-acters performed Thursday through
Saturday,
Dec.
10-12.

Skimming

YUP

National Theatre Institute
at
• •-,'The Eugene O'Neill Theatre
will present
TREES AND FLOWERS
by Tom Crehore
Monday, December 14
8:15 p.m. at Goodwin Theatre
of the Austin Arts Center
Students: $1
* • • •

Added Attraction: all members of the
College community are invited to participate in a workshop conducted by the
O'Neill Troupe.
2:00 p.m. Monday, December 14
Garmany Hall, Austin Arts Center
Get Involved. Join In,

by Peter Hartman
There's no need to review the new George
Harrison album, you all know that it's great,
and a long time in coming, but worth it. And
watch out for John Lennon's solo flite,
"Isolation," the word is out that it may very
well be the dark horse of the year. From
what I have heard of it, it is one of the bestproduced efforts of late, brother George
notwithstanding, and is not typical John
freak-roll. It is solid, introspective, tasteful,
and very John. Hmmm.
Two years ago there came out of Boston a
new revelation in rock and roll. And lo, Alan
Lorber got his hands on it and rendered it
the "Boss-Town Sound" and it was awful.
He took some of the best bands in the northeast (not including Ultimate Garbage)
and gave them his own brand of production,
which basically amounted to none. The
result was a thin, shitty sound for boppers.
This was a cardinal sin. But all that is
history now. As of last week, a new sound
has arisen from the ashes of the past. And
they call it the J. Geils Band. And it is one of

CHRISTMAS
VESPERS
A Service of Lessons and Carols
with the
Trinity Concert Choir
Sunday, Dec. 20 at 5:00 and 7:30 p.m.
Trinity Chapel

Photo
Get your entry in for the $100 TRIPOD
photography contest. One mounted and
one un-mounted black ahd white print
should1 be submitted to the TRIPOD
ofiice no later than January 30.

the best urban blues records to come put in boring. Or often, cute. "We Free Kings" is
the last two years, at least. They're on Atco done in the worst "Pressed Rat and War(thank goodness), and sound as fine on thog" tradition, and "Do U No Hu Yor
record as they do in person (no easy feat Phrenz R?" is just as it reads. Apparently,
these days). The record is a well-produced, Baker has no friends with any talent (save,
sensitive selection from the band's perhaps the horn players), and this record
repetoire, and each cut is extremely tight. If will make a dynamite ashtray.
Finally, we come to "Fat Mattress II,"
you're looking for comparisons and labels,
I'd put them in the John Hammond uban While not thoroughly satisfying, it neverblues bag. The group includes among its theless, is not bad. Noel Redding has apmembers one Magic Dick who plays some of parently left the group, for he is only on
the best harp I've heard since Paul But- seven out of the eleven cuts, but plays well
terfield had an attack on the horns. Also in when he is there. In a nutshell, this is sort
the band is "the man to whom the blues of semi-complex basic English Pop-Rock,
wouldn't be the blues without the blues," but don't let the label fool you. It's better,
Peter Wolf, known to you Boston trivia undoubtedly, than it appears. They're no
freaks as "The Woofer," He has about the Mountain, but, then again, they're no Jethro
gruffest, raunchiest voice on record, and Tull, either. Somewhere in the middle, I
one of the strongest to boot. But the high suppose. This is more consistent than their
point of the band is Mr. J. Geils hisself. He first effort, but lacking some of the sponcomes on looking like a refugee from an taneity and imagination. Cuts with promise
"She", "Any Way You Want,"
Elvis Presley movie, slicked-back hair, include
1
green mohair three-piece suit, etc., but 'People,'' and "Leafy Lane.'' If you enjoyed
plays guitar like a devil. He is the base for their first, maybe you'll like this. Its inthe whole band. You never are acutely teresting, but no major force in the rock
aware that he's there, but without him there world as it stands (or falls) today. G'bye,
would be a hole within the whole. The band
is tight, together, and good. Cuts to watch
are "Cruisin for Love," "Hard Drivin
Man," "What's Your Hurry," Albert
Collins' "Sno Cone," and the old Smokey
Robinson goodie, "First I Look at the
Purse." For solid blues and good, moving R
& B, there are very few bands can beat J.
Geils. Its raunchy and down home. Just
gettin it on and gettin it in.
May we now have a show of hands for
those of you who bought Ginger Baker's
"Air Force" album? Good. Well, you are
now excused to go out and feel sorry for
yourself, while I discuss "Air Force 2." Yes,
in order to fulfill his contract, they made
Ginger and friends perpetrate another
bunch of garbage on the world. "Sweet
Wine" is now sour grapes, for they have
taken it and put a thousand voice chorus
singing the words following a baroque interpretation introduction. The major force
in this bit of insanity seems to be the horns,
for there are horn solos plenty in all the cuts,
and little else of worth. Baker's drumming
has not gone down hill, but it has not improved - it has just stayed the same. This is
more than
obvious oh (are you ready?)
"Toady.": Its the same old Toad, but it
sounds as if they beat it with a stick so that
now its just soft and squishy, with words.
Yes, fans, the thousand-voice chorus is now
singing some idiotic words over the same
overplayed riff. There is another horn solo*
then (you guessed it), a "Drumsolo," It's no
different than "Wheels of Fire;" often
worse. Baker has just not progressed as a
drummer. The record, to say the most, is

Flute
Michael Schwartz '72 will present a
flute recital in Garmany Hall of the
Austin Arts Center Sunday, December
13, at 4:00 p.m. The concert is open to the
public without charge.

RED BONE: Concert Sunday.
Ferris Center. Tickets $2.
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. King Kong
Here Sun.
By Chris Sehring
King Kong will be coming to Trinity this
Sunday and Monday. Perhaps the most
famous horror film of all time, it is suprising
how few of today's generation has seen the
original. With the horde of Japanese
"Godzilla vs. Kong" epics during the last
decade, a rather cheap notoriety- the man in
the monkey suit, the cardboard sets, - has
been attached to King Kong. Upon seeing
the original, however, all second thoughts
will immediately disappear.
Made in 1933, Merian Cooper's King Kong
is a descendant of The Lost World, made
eight years earlier. The style, production,
and cast are vintage early 1930's, with Bruce
Cabot, Robert Armstrong, and Noble
Johnson all contributing enjoyably hammy
yet convincing performances. The inv- domitable Fay Wray, champion screamer of
the thirties (Dr.X, Mystery of the Wax
Museum, The Vampire Bat), is the name
best associated with the film since it was she
* who was cast opposite Hollywood's tallest
and darkest leading male- King Kong. Her
reaction upon first seeing the giant ape was
advertised in 1933 as "The scream heard
'round the word".
The most amazing features about King
Kong are the special effects. Willis
O'Brien's use of stop-motion animation in
moving Kong and the prehistoric dinosaurs
(some of which were less than a foot tall)
remains unsurpassed to this very day.
Combined with a somewhat amusing
musical score by Max Steiner, even the
* ferocious Tyranosauras who meances Miss
Wray is given a sort of human quality. It is a
highly effective addition.
This will be about the tenth time I will
have seen King Kong, and what is prompting me to do so is Cinestudio's advertisement of the film being 'uncut'. King
Kong ran into censorship problems and two
scenes- the giant spider attacking the men
who had fallen into a chasm, and Kong
curiously removing the clothes of Fay Wrayhave been omitted in every version I have
seen. I will be very interested in seeing if
Cinestudio makes good their boast.
But even if the scenes are missing, King
Kong is still a great film. Don't go looking
• for deep meaning (some critics claim that

The illusion of it all, that is the greatest
thrill of the cinema. Ever since its beginnings, the cinema has either tried to
document the rhythms of life or else make
up a fantasy world which will fool people
into believing what they know cannot be
true. This latter function of the cinema is
what most people go to see - a real looking,
make believe world, an escape hatch, a
window to their dreams.
One of the first great film makers, George
Melies, started his career as a well known
magician in 19th century Paris. With the
coming of cinema he saw the possibility to
produce the greatest illusions imaginable by
using this new invention. His first films were
elaborate variations on his magic acts with
people disappearing or flying or being
beheaded, rather simple stuff, but so much
more fantastic and confounding than a stage
show. Gradually with the creation of a film
studio he began to move away from setting
his films in theatrical looking situations to
creating new worlds on film. Developing the
techniques of stop action, animation, and
double exposure, he expanded his settings to
include undersea adventures, air conflicts
and in his most famous film, A TRIP TO
THE MOON (1902).
,
Using crude cardboard props, dance hall
girls as moon maids and men in silk toppers
as the space adventurers, A TRIP TO THk
MOON was the first film that made an attempt to be science fiction. Although Melies
never tried to transcend the theatrics of the
French music hall or base this first space
epic on any scientific knowledge, he captured the feeling of the sci-fic genre with his
great imagination which sparked the fancy
of the audience by showing the unreal, the
fantastic before their very eyes. Melies
knew what a paralyzing grip rocket ships,
traveling through space and walking on the
moon has on an audience, and the trick still
works today even though the audiences are
terrifically more sophisticated. The

(Whetzel Photo)

First of Double Bill:

Eleanor Pratt (left) and Mary Slater in THE MAIDS by Jean Genet which is now playing as part of a double bill
with QWERTY AND THE INDIANS in Goodwin Theatre of the Austin Arts Center at 8:15 tonight and tomorrow night.
the ape represents the sexually frustrated
Black man, and that the Empire State
Building is the ultimate phallic symbol)Kong was created to be a fantasy. So, if you
have had your fill of studying on either
Sunday or Monday night, "take a trip with
Carl Denham Skull Island to search for the
one and only 'King Kong', the Eighth
Wonder of the World."
Any undergraduate who is not
presently receiving financial aid from
the College may now apply for
assistance lor the Trinity term beginning in January. Interested students
should pick up the necessary forms at
the Financial Aid Office in Downes
Memorial. These two forms should be
returned to the director of Financial Aid
by December 15. Limited funds are
available, but new recipients will
receive word of their awards shortly
•before the beginning of the Trinity ' a m .

problem is to make a fool proof illusion and
to make it look real.
The jump in cinema from Melies' A TRIP
TO THE MOON to Kubrick's 2001: A SPACE
ODYSSEY seems almost as spectacular as
the technological jump from the ape's bone
weapon to the space station as contrasted by
Kubrick in 2001 with a simple straight cut.
Yet no matter how far advanced Kubrick
might be cinematically, he is basically remaking the first A TRIP TO THE MOON.
Today we may chuckle at the naive charm
of Melies' original with all its early 20th
century old fashioness, but watching 2001 in
1970 we fall into the same spell binding
wonderment that the audiences in 1902 felt
while watching Melies' classic.
The sense of being thrown into the future
is the genius of Kubrick's film, and what
makes it such a stoned out gas to watch.
First, we can marvel at his perfect looking
models which seem extremely plausable as
future variations on the space hardware
that we are familiar with today. But in
presenting these space vehicles Kubrick is
not content in showing them off merely as
interesting looking objects. Rather he involves the audience by following around and
sleeping. What seems quite normal to them
(weightlessness, super views of Mother
Earth) mesmerizes us and fulfills our
wildest dreams about space travel.
Although Kubrick provides a minimum of
dramatic tension in the middle section of the
film, the power of the images overwhelms
the viewer despite their matter of fact
presentation.
The other factor which gives this film its
unique feel comes out of the problems of
space travel with the resulting disorientation in the way people move in the
weightless environment. We watch one of
the astronauts jog around the huge Jupiter
spacecraft, and having no frame of
reference, it looks and feels as if he is easily
running around the wall of a circular room.

Letter: Another View
'Ring Around the Moon'
To the Arts Editor:
In your last issue, your drama critic, Mr.
Jason Lloyd ostensibly reviewed the Hartford Stage Company's current offering,
Ring Around The Moon. Generally, Mr.
Lloyd's criticism is tolerable though undistinguished. But with this review I firmly
believe that not only did Mr. Lloyd miss the
boat; he even missed the ocean.
The chief criterion for his dislike of the
play seems to be that it was inserted solely
for the purposes of making money off of rich
West Hartford ladies. Adding further fuel to
Mr. Lloyd's garrison seems to be that these
ladies had the audacity to enjoy the play.

There are many other examples of this sort
of thing throughout the film, some too
complicated or mystifying to explain in
words. Aside from being perplexing and
amusing to watch, this state of
weightlessness serves visually as the basic
situation in Kubrick's world in the future.
Putting aside all the literary material in the
film, plot, dialogue, etc., we are presented
with a consistent view of man floating
around in purely mechanical surroundings.
Simply by showing how man will have to
exist in space, Kubrick has provided us with
a visual metaphor of the bleak future which
awaits man when he becomes completely
dependent on machines to survive. Considered in purely visual terms, the one
outstanding theme of 2001 emerges through
these images of men floating in space.
Kubrick does not need to discuss political
situations or the emotional state of mankind
in this era because the images explain it all
so clearly.
Looking at the film in this way tends to
limit the mythic scope that Kubrick implies
in all the business with the big, black slab. In
a way, the slab becomes a super red herring
because while it provides the thrust of the
plot, at the same time it is meaningless in
itself. Kubrick gives no clues as to what it is
in reality so one is left to wonder, "what did
he mean by that?" Certainly many ideas
can be thought up to try to explain its
significance, but in the end it does not
matter that much. What does matter is the
awe which the picture's epic sweep
produces in the audience. This is a rare
movie, one that re-awakens the child-like
wonder of things that might be in store for us
all. Looking back to the primative charm of
Melies' early space odyssey, one wonders if
Kubrick's film will mellow to the same
degree when it is screened in the year 2001.
God help us all if he turns out to be right.

Let me start by taking issue with Mr.
Lloyd's dismissal of the play as a "harmless
social comedy that brings loads of chuckles
and no embarrassment in mixed company."
Leaving aside the question of whether
embarrassment in mixed comedy is a
condition for greatness, I think that. Mr.
Lloyd fails to recognize the legitimacy of
comic farce as as art form. The comic
themes of bringing society and the individual together and the triumph of the
hero and heroine over the heavy blocking
forces have been recognized and regarded
with favor ever since the Greeks. It is
significant that. Mr. Lloyd never anywhere
criticizes the production or the acting as a
whole; he condemns the showjust because it
is a "delightful rosy Comedy." It seems to be
that a.play doesn't have to be a depressing,
serious tragedy.' to, be good. Mr.^jgyd should.
beatoleioil.Ooseriyri.and enjoy comedy for its
ownsake; I arr^not ashamed to admit that I
am able to do this; I see nothing frivolous or
evil in being able to laugh.
:.......
Furthermore, Mr. Lloyd's analogy is
completely invalid. His point seems .to., be
that the Stage Company put on the play just
to draw money from audiences, in West
Hartford who can't appreciate their other
offerings; But the Stage Company audience
is over 90% subscribed; this means that the
lady from West Hartford who "had nothing
but praise for the 'beautiful, incisive fantasy
for the holidays' " in all probability comes to
see the "thought provoking original drama"
such as Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are
Dead and The Boys in the Band.
And even if he were right, his priorities
are still very wrong. Let us suppose that this
lady was not a subscriber, that she had
come on the recommendation of a friend.
Well, it would appear to me that because of
her enjoyment she might very well be
tempted to come to another Stage Company
production - perhaps one that is a "serious
thought provoking drama" and perhaps she
will like that "serious though provoking
drama." Perhaps her perspectives change a
bit -perhaps she will know something she
didn't know before. But I am not sure that
Mr. Lloyd would welcome that - from his
insulting tone I get the feeling that being a
middle aged lady from West Hartford
makes one forfeit all intelligence ; or
possibilities thereof. I cannot accept this
pseudo-intellectual argument.. Theatre is
not the property of anyone, least of all
pseudo-intellectuals like you, Mr. Lloyd.
In conclusion, I would like to point out one
final irony. Mr, Lloyd criticizes a play that
provokes laughter by pointing out the absurdities of life and society. The play's
laughter is good, clean, and healthy
laughter; it makes the audience look more
closely at themselves. Yet in Mr. Lloyd's
article he attempts to be funny - and obtain
laughter from his own audience - by the
cheapest means possible - by insult.
In short, my advice for. the reader who
wants to have a good time and to laugh and
to learn is to go see the Hartford Stage
Company's production of Ring Around the
Moon rather than read Mr. Jason Lloyd's
reviews.
Aron L. Pasternack '73
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City Scope

Teacher Strike
One of the most explosive issues in Hart- teachers did not want to strike unless they
ford in the past month has been the had to. They refused to bargain on most
teachers' strike. The background to. the items, issued one-sided press releases, and
strike and some of the behind-the-scenes seemed to be trying to break the union.
Actually, the administration's chief motive
maneuvering are interesting.
The HFT-Hartford Federation of throughout the strike seemed to be only the
Teachers-first won recognition in Hartford latter. At least three board members had a
in 1965, when it took over as teacher strong desire to kill the union, and the adbargaining agent from the HEA, generally a ministration also favored such a result.
When the union finally decided to strike,
more conservative group. In 1968 amidst the
election the teachers went on strike-for two the vote was 395-320. Slightly over 1000
days. The strike was successful, because teachers did not vote, and 400 of those were
most teachers walked out and the Board union members. The Black Advocates for
gave in to most of their demands. At that Children opposed the strike, although their
time City Councilmen George Ritter and chairman was a vice-president of the union
Roger Ladd both played major parts in only last year. White teachers from the
helping settle the strikeralthough they worst north end schools were the main
technically had .no business in the affair. In supporters of the strike, while it was optheelectionsof 1969 and 1970, the union gave posed by many white south end teachers. A
as much support as possible to Democratic rather substantial number of those voting
candidates. By 1969 the power within the did so because they believed that the board
union had gravitated to three people: Art was only trying to break the union, whether
Brpuillet, President;-Tony, Anderson, Vice- this necessitated a disruption of education
President; and .'DorothywBillington, or not.
Treasurer. Also during, this period the union
In board meetings during the strike
toned down its attacks on the school ad- several things were significant. First, the
ministration, and pointedly took no real President, Richard Battles often missed
position on the firing of two liberal teachers. meetings or came late especially when
One board member has privately stated that something dealing with the strike was
the union leaders were "playing footsie" pending. Al Rogers conveniently missed
with the administration.
almost all of these meetings because of
In January of 1U70 the union tried to get "business," although he showed his true
the board to increase salaries beyond the stripes in the meeting Saturday.
A motion was presented to go into
limits of the 1968 contract, which expired in
November.' The board called the Union's executive session, Rogers abstained but
bluff, and because the only issue seriously Turco and Battles, who both vote after him
presented was money, most of the Hartford in roll call and generally would vote for
community reacted with anger at the executive session, sided with the two board
unicjn's threat to strike. Eventually the liberals, Klebanoff and Clinton, to oppose
union gave in, but not without making dark closed meeting. Rogers decided, in the
hints about "what would happen in deadlock, to change his vote. When the
board took a new vote, the meeting went into
November."
. ,
November came and .they struck. The executive session. It is typical of board
issue was mainly moneys although they did policy that the meeting was held in a locked
throw in: the dem'and for a More Effective administration building with only the sacred
Schools Program, patterned after New York few admitted-before the board had even
•City's. Significantly, most union teachers decided to go into executive, session,. ,
.knew nothing, about the ,MES Programexcept that they were supposed to back it.
The Election '70 Series being sponsored by
Several union efforts to generate com- TCAC has been very good so far. Last week
munity(j;interest in thet, orogram produced there was a little trouble getting going, but
next to." nothing. HoweverJ B^forjj. tfiety'ac- when one finally found the meeting, it was
tually struck, the union;'v.ijfeo' % give' 'the an interesting one. Discussion is not
board two weeks to bargain'in g60cT faith. theoretical, not minutiae. The series this
The board negotiators did not take ad- and next week promise to be even better.
vantage of the fact that the majority of the Check them out.

Fortune Teller
(from P.I)
father, nodding toward the young child in
the middle of the floor.
"Seven months," the father replied
proudly.
"Really? only seven months? Why, he
looks much older!" she exclaimed.
"Yeah, a lot of people say so. You know,
its funny. My wife doesn't like people to say
that about the baby. Thinks it brings bad
luck," He went on to explain that in the 'old
country' people thought comments or
compliments were bad luck. He said that
people tied red bows in the child's hair to
ward off the harm that might come.
The conversation drifted to pregnancy,
pregnant women's cravings for strange
foods, astrology, cards, accidents and
children again before the fortune teller
finally came back out. By that time, the
baby had fallen asleep on the father's lap.
She motioned me into the bedroom, told
me to concentrate very hard on a wish, and
went out to put the baby to sleep. When she
came back, I had my first chance to look at
her/She was young, almost girlish, and
pretty, except for very deep, dark circles
under her eyes. She wore a print dress with
short sleeves, a thick waist band, and a full
skirt. She was petite and thin. Her short hair
was pulled back and pinned to her head. She
did not look particularly mystical, or
psychic. I had my doubts about her powers.
"What can I do for you?" she asked. She
said her specialty was face reading, so I let
her read my face. She said: "A full life
fortune will cost you $5."

As she looked into my eyes, into my
pupils, into my very head, the words flowed
out of her mouth as if she had memorized
them and wished to speak them before she
forgot. "You're a sincere person, you know
what I mean? You trust people too much,
because you yourself are very sincere. You
just be careful about that.... You will travel
a lot, you will have a job overseas. . .You
will have a profession, which will be very
important to you, maybe more important
than your marriage. But you were born to
have children too, you know what I mean...
You a very sincere person, and you will be
happy in marriage
You have recently
been unhappy in love, am I right?.. .You are
a lucky person, and will have a full life. Do
you have any questions?"
The session lasted only between five and
ten minutes. All of her comments were
interspersed with "You know what I
mean? " and "Am I right''; These were only
rhetorical questions, however, and the
words flowed constantly from her mouth. By
the time she had finished, I was
simultaneously so amazed and so amused
that I couldn't think of a single question
except "How do you do it?" She had been
accurate enough to make me wonder. She
replied vaguely: "I just look into the eyes
and tell what I see." She herself seemed a
little uncomfortable with her answer.
We walked back out into the living room,
where I 'greased her palm' with $5 (not in
silver) and that was that. As we left, we
pushed aside the baby carriage in the hall.

LETTERS and more \
'treason'
To the Editor:
At the last meeting of the Trinity College
Council, the conduct of the meeting was
interrupted by the appearance of. a student
and two Union representatives. They were
uninvited by the Council and were not on the
agenda. At that very moment President
Lockwood was delivering a verbal "communication" designed to acquaint the
Council with the steps that were being taken
to enable the College to carry on during the
strike negotiations and to answer any
questions that may be on our minds. Due to
the appearance of the Union representatives, who incidentally were on the
campus in violation of the law, President
Lockwood ceased his "communication"
stating he no longer felt it in the best interests of the College to continue his
remarks. The Council was thus deprived of
his commentary. Later, after a vote was
taken in executive session to hear the
"communication," Mr. Bartlett appeared
and carried on in Dr. Lockwood's absence.
This disruption of our meeting was
distressing to me as a member of the Trinity
College Council. We have yet to complete
the agenda at any of our meetings and, in
fact, our very existence is being threatened
by a group that would use the Trinity
College Council as a propaganda forum for
its own narrow and limited interests, i.e.,
personal or student power.
It seems important at this time to remind
the student body that Trinity College is not a
profit making institution and, in fact, has
operated at a deficit for the past two years.
Trinity College, in short, is not General
Motors or any other profit making
organization. It is an educational institution,
non-profit in nature, and beset with the
financial woes that are troubling virtually
all of America's small, independent liberal
arts colleges today. This fact calls for understanding 6n the part of "the entire Trinity
community, and especially on the part of its
students.
Getting to the meeting was a problem for
me as I virtually had to drive over a stupid
student who insisted on blocking the
driveway as he chatted with some pickets.
At that moment I was unaware of what was
going on at the college and was puzzled by
the indifference on the part of the student for
my moving vehicle. Now his action becomes
intelligible as he was merely serving as an
obstructionist and calling attention to the
strike.
After sitting through the proceedings of
the last Trinity College Council meeting,
may I make a few suggestions to the student
body through The Tripod? As a former
business manager of The Tripod, I feel a
close kinship for your organization.
To begin with I believe it would help
matters if the students would develop some
sort of student government to hear, discuss,
and act upon matters of their concern.
Student governments exist at most
educational institutions and, given the right
student leadership, function and perform a
worthwhile service for the undergraudate
body. The fact that the student government
at Trinity College did not work yesterday is
no assurance that it won't work today or
tomorrow.
Secondly, it is apparent to me that Trinity
College is faced with a situation that calls
for unselfish thought and action on the part
of the entire Trinity College community.
This is, indeed, a time for the students
especially to rise to their College's needs
and to carry on, so far as is possible, the
normal operations of the Buildings and
Grounds crew. I would hope that "Volunteers for Trinity" would emerge, particularly from among the scholarship
recipients, and that they would offer to
provide whatever help is needed at this
time. Certainly Trinity needs the support of
its students at moments like this and to deny
her your help is nothing less than treason. I
can't help but be suspect of a student's real
interest in his or her collage if they do not
join hands at a time like this and help out
their alma mater. At our meeting it was
quite obvious that for some students, at
least, the welfare of the Union organizers
was all that mattered.
The issues of the strike will be settled, like
all strikes, at the bargaining table. In the
meantime, I have no reason to question the
honesty, integrity, and sincerity of
President Lockwood and his negotiating
team, nor do any of you students have any

basis to do so. The administration is interested in Trinity College, first and
foremost, and your welfare as students is
always their immediate concern. The
professional skilled Union activists are solely
interested in their Union's welfare and could
care less what happens to Trinity College. If
their unreasonable demands are granted,
they would gain a club with which they
would clobber every other non-profit
educational institution. This fact should
never be lost sight of in the present controversy.
Another thought that I have is that
perhaps Trinity College could develop from
among its student body, • with some
professional guidance, of course, its own
Buildings and Grounds maintenance crew
and security team. Work crews help to run
prep schools, and indeed some colleges,
entirely on their own.' A considerable
amount of student help could be employed to
assist in conducting the routine Buildings
and Grounds operations. The students could
be reimbursed, or given the opportunity to
work off a loan or scholarship in this
manner. In addition, perhaps the handicapped and the semi-retired or retired
could be utilized as members of the
Buildings and Grounds team. In this manner
they would be provided gainful employment
and an added dimension and meaning would
be given to their lives. More importantly, a
little something would be added to their
social security and retirement income.
My last thought, and it is a depressing one,
is that perhaps Trinity may be creating a
student body that is so self-centered and so
indifferent to the problems that confront
their College that they are, for all intents
and purposes, either intentionally or
unintentionally, undermining the very life
and existence of our College. It is not dif-.
ficult to see why some alumni are not only
disillusioned with some of our current
students, but actually frightened by the
designs of some of our student anarchists,
Thankfully yours,
Charles E. Jacobson, Jr., M. D.
'sorry'
To the Editor:
As members of the Trinity College
community, we would like to offer our
apologies to Mr. Smith for the actions of
unknown students (outside the Trinity
community) who insulted him at the allcollege meeting on the night of Dec. 6. To
prevent a further occurence of this nature,
we suggest that Trinity College identification be required for admittance into
all-college meetings. It is tragic, that when
the school convenes to seriously examine &n
important issue, certain persons are so
closed-minded that they not only refuse to
allow opposing views to be expressed, but
must repeatedly voice their one-sided views
as well. They must believe that volume and
repetition are substitutes for logical consideration of issues.
Larry Hotez '73
Janice Kozovich '73
Jack Henry'72
Joan Malatesta '73
Tom Ashford '73
Richard Beaser 73
Paul G. Cullen '71
. RayMcKee'70
concurring in part
& dissenting in part
'trash'
To the Editor;
The December 8 issue of the Tripod
contains a letter advocating the hiring of .*
students to do much of the work now being
done by B & G employees. This has long
seemed to me to be an idea that is almost
wholly worthwhile. It must have sorne
drawbacks, but I can't find very many. It
should be less expensive for the college, it
gives money to students, and it might encourage all of us to be a little more careful
about our immediate physical environment.
I'll even take the next step and volunteer to
empty the trash cans in the catacombs of
Seabury basement. At about $2.00 an hour
that would keep me in cigarettes for the
week, and I wouldn't have to bum from *
everybody.
Yours for charity beginning at home,
Richard Lee
Dept. of Philosophy ;
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Hardship Deferment
-Copyright 1970 by John Striker and Andrew Shapiro-

'too late'
To the editor:
At an All-College meeting tonight, the
following resolution was passed by ap?
proximately 100 students:
Between 9 a.m. and 7 p.m. on Wednesday
and Thursday,.December 9 and 10, students
will picket with the B&G workers in favor of
binding arbitration. Meanwhile, students
will be able to sign that they are willing to
accept an additional $10 increase in their
tuition to pay for the difference in the B&G
wage demand and the college offer.
Having learned from Mr. Smith that the
difference is only $17,000, or approximately
$10 per student, we feel that there is in fact
no financial problem here, beyond what can
easily' be solved by the students if
necessary, and ask that you submit to
binding arbitration.
Signatures will be collected Wednesday in
Mather Hall, asking that you submit to
binding arbitration, and submitted to you
Thursday morning.
C. L, Lindgress

'signer'
To the Editor.
In the December 8 issue of The Tripod,
there appeared a letter to the Editor, signed
'.'abhorrent," in which were expounded
some rather strong opinions regarding the
Buildings and Grounds strike. Politics
aside, unless the writer withheld his name
for personal reasons, it appears that the
most decent conclusion for "abhorrent's"
letter would have been his proper signature.
In a community of the character of Trinity,
there is very little danger of the writer of a
letter to The Tripod being eliminated by the
thought police.
James Sullivan'73

'help?'

The III-A hardship deferment is available
to a registrant if he can show that his induction would cause extreme hardship to a
person dependent upon him for support. The
support may be financial or psychological or
a combination of the two. The "dependent",
however, must be one of the individuals
listed in the draft laws (father, mother,
wife, child are the more commonly claimed
from this list).
The draft laws do not define "dependencey" in any quantitative sense nor is
"extreme hardship" defined. There have
been only a few court cases testing a board's
refusal to grant the deferment. (Perhaps
because the registrant could not afford an
attorney.) One of these cases contains a
typical set of facts from which the court
concluded that a valid case for the HI-A
deferment had been presented: (1)
Registrant's mother was 64, a widow of 9
years and unable to work (according to her
medical report): (2) The registrant had two
married brothers: one had a large family
and lived 3000 miles away and the other was
unemployed and had one child (and another
expected soon): (3) Registrant had a gross
annual income of $8500 and he contributed
$175 per month to his mother's support, and
more when property taxes and insurance
were due: (4) Registrant's mother had a
gross annual income of $1888 from dividends
and Social Security payments: (5)
Registrant's mother's chronic condition of
poor health was such that she required the
care and attention of another person.
This case dealt primarily with financial
dependency, though others have considered
psychological dependency. Gaining
deferment on the grounds of psychological
dependency is usually a matter of proof.
Letters from a doctor, welfare agency, etc.,
are essential.
Some boards may grant the III-A deferment on facts less persuasive than those
found by the court. Others might not grant it
on more persuasive facts, in which case they
would probably be acting illegally. The
problem is in drawing the line and that
problem has not been solved. Representative Hebert, a member of the House Armed Services Committee, summed it up this
way: "One board will defer an individual on
a certain set of circumstances . . . for hardship, and that same individual crosses the
street into another board, given the same set
of circumstances and the same set of conditions, and that board would not give him
the deferment for hardship."
In an attempt to remedy this problem, the
federal courts in the Second Circuit have
taken to the use of Bureau of Labor
I have taken this advice and medication Statistics. In at least two cases, the Court
and am well on the road to recovery. Next
week I'm going to try standing, and the first
place I'll go is the infirmary to express my
gratitutde. In the meantime, I'm writing a
script for Perry Mason where this nurse
makes her patient watch television while he
is dying and she. . . .
From the bed of James W. Allison III '73
Box 1098

I entered the South Campus dormitory
which houses the remarkably advanced
medical facilities and collapsed against the
door and commenced knocking. As my eyes
were covered with a milky fluid, I was
unable to read the sign which read "Use
other door". I finally brought my eyes into
focus and obeyed, knowing that there was a
sound medical motivation for the sign.
Again, I knocked, and was answered only by
the sound of a voice, remarkably like that of
Raymond Burr saying something like, "Did
you or did you not. . ." The ringing in my
ears prevented me from hearing the rest. I
opened the door, my tortured body resting
against the white wall, my pale hands
reaching out in a desperate pjea for help,
and my blue, shaking lips finally echoed my
body's cry, "I don't feel so good". The
nurse, in an obvious attempt to comfort me,
said she would be with me as soon as she
found out who the murderer was. My
delirious brain put two and two together and
deduced that she was, in fact, watching
Perry Mason. This hypothesis was reinforced when my crazed eyes caught sight of
the television she was sitting in front of. I
stumbled to a chair, and responded as the
nurse questioned me during breaks in the
dialogue and commercials. Her first querie
was an intensly perceptive diagnostic aid:
"What hurts?" In my semi-conscious state I
began to deliver a detailed account of my
malady (including items of interest such as
the foods I had ingested over a three month
period), but was cut off when my diseased
eyes saw Perry Mason in a wheelchair at the
witness stand. At the show's conclusion (the
seamstress was the murderer, by the way)
the nurse lead me from the waiting room
into the office, at which point she removed
the thermometer which had been placed in
my mouth during the second commercial,
and after careful study announced that I had
no fever. This, of course, was a ploy to keep
me from an extra emotional strain which
conceivably could have been the final blow.
I was then bombarded with a series of
questions related to my bowel movements:
color, size, shape, regularity, etc. I have no
doubt that there was an excellent reason for
this inquiry, but there is something about
the discussion of feces when one is on the
verge of vomiting that... but then again who
am I to question? My examination was
drawing to a close and there was an impatient gentleman in the waiting room with
diarrea who couldn't wait to discuss feces;
so I was given a bag of ACP pills (aspirin in
disguise) and instructed to sleep and eat and
drink, and not to faint again.

To the Editor:
On Thursday I fainted. According to those
who were in close proximity to me at the
time, I also convulsed and emitted peculiar
gurgling noises. Now, this is disturbing to
one who is normally in a relatively stable
state of physical repair. Immediately
following this performance I was also
stricken with a certain nauseous sensation
and (I hesitate to use the term) "distress of
the lower tract," both of which increased
somewhat my concern. You're probably
saying, well, get your ass to the infirmary,
you jerk. This thought also occurred to me,
but at the time I was wrapped around-the
toilet on the second floor of Austin Arts
Center watching my life pass before my
eyes. Now you're probably saying, That's a
bit melodramatic, don't you think? To you I
say, Go to hell. Anyway, I took your advice
'absurd'
and began my treak to the infirmary, my
eyes clouded with pain and my body suffering to the limit of human endurance, but To the Editor:
driven by my unquestioning faith in the
I, along with many students I've spoken
healing powers of the Trinity College In- with, am deeply concerned about the
firmary.
present conditions of living facilities on
campus. This letter's intent is not to debase
the Office of Community Life or the College
Administration, rather it is a plea to
residents of dormitories to work towards
restoring their dorms back to their original
state. For example the lounges of South
Campus and Jones have been so utterly
vandalized, looted and destroyed that it's
with amazement people living in these
structures don't do something. Windows,
light fixtures, exit signs etc. have been
broken with such disregard in Jones Hall
While the TRIPOD is very~pleased1 with
that I am appalled that students doing the
the recent influx of letters to its editor,
damage get away with it. Please, if you have
we would greatly appreciate if future
college furniture-return it, if you break a
correspondence would be typed neatly,
light report it; the present state of affairs in
with a word count at the end. Any more
many of our dorms is one of such disregard letters submitted on the back of a
it's causes one to wonder if rules in dorms
Howard Johnson's place mat will be
should be reactivated, if Junior Advisors
mailed back to the hos,t of the highway.
should be re-instated. As a freshman w_ith
three more years to go I'm sorry to say the
present situation is absurd.
(name withheld on request):

Letters

used the "minimum but adequate" income
level determined by the Bureau for the
particular geographical area in which the
dependent lived. Income below this level,
the Court intimated, would result in "extreme hardship." You might, therefore,
consider using these statistics when
requesting deferment.
Here are a few points to bear in mind: (1)
Your board will be, interested in other
sources of support available to your
dependent should you be inducted. For
example, in one case a registrant claimed
his induction would leave his wife alone to
pay all the rent. The board responded by
denying the deferment adding that his wife
could return to her family where rent was
not collected. (2) Be sure to; explain why
"extreme hardship" will: result; ; mere
dependency is not enough. For example,
assume your father takes ill and you claim
you must manage the business for him. So
far you have not jnade out a case. You must
further show that if:you do not manage the
business your father will suffer extreme
hardship. For example, you may claim that
the businesswill collapse leaving your father
without income. You might argue that your
father will suffer severe psychological
problems if this occurs. Remember,
however, that your board may also ask if
there isn't somebody else who could run the
business other than you. (3) Try to have a
cooperative dependent. In one recent case
an estranged wife was claimed as a
dependent. She got mad when her husband
was late in his support payments and wrote
the board asking for his induction. The
board took away the registrant's III-A
deferment and ordered him for induction. It
took a court to determine that, in fact, the
payments were not late. (4) Finally, if you
are thinking of1 applying for the deferment at
some time in ,the; future, start--.building a
claim now. As the facts arise which might
build together to constitute your claim,
inform your board. Over a period of time
your claim will form. When discretionary
deferments are involved, it is always advisable to avoid presenting a full-blown
claljn,'
fop '$ig' fifSf;, time when^ndiictibn is
riear!j', Ske'pti£j§m'ls inevitable.',knd will
obyibysly affept the exercise of the board's
discretion.
. •: :
This column is by no means an exhaustive
explanation of the III-A deferment. If you
think you might have a III-A claim, consult
a draft counselor or Chapter 13 of our book
"Mastering the Draft."
We welcome your questions and comments. Address them to Mastering the
Draft, Suite 1202, 60 East 42nd Street, J
York, N.Y. 10017.
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Dorms Seen Showing
Minor Strike Scars

by Paul Diimont and Steve Roylanee
Most students interviewed by the TRIPOD "The 3 & G Union is exploiting the v
Wednesday reported little or no change in workers," claimed one student. Another
dorm conditions since the Buildings and said that Cook "could survive" without B &
G.
Grounds strike began a week ago.
About half of the interviewers attributed
A 4th-floor Cook co-ed disagreed, "If
the lack of change to increased student nothing is done by the weekend (to end the
clean-up activities. The others felt that B & strike or improve dorm conditions), we'll
G workers were doing an inadequate job organize a cleanup crew" for the fourth
before the strike, so that present conditions floor, she said.
seemed relatively unchanged.
Two Soabury students said that they had
One North Campus resident gave both always done their own cleaning, because
explanations. "Things are slightly dirtier janitors "didn't like to climb to the fourth
Mrs. Patricia Robbins has assumed the post starting this month of college career
than normal here," he said. "But the overall floor."
counselor. Mrs. Robbins comes from Martalehead, Massachusetts. She replaces the late
change has been small, due to a combination
John F. Butler.
A second floor Wheaton co-ed reported
of the ineffectiveness of B & G before the that clean-up groups had been organized on
strike and the extra carefulness of the kids." her floor, resulting in nearly "spotless"
He added that most North Campus conditions. "It's like there's not strike," she ~
residents seemed "oblivious" to the strike. said.
"But they won't keep cleaning up for more
Such was not the case on the third floor of
than four weeks," he said.
Wheaton. Students the complained that the
Other North Campus residents said that heat was inadequate, lavatories were
they did not miss B & G workers "too "much worse," and trash in the halls was
much," and that many students were "at nose-level." One Wheatonite claimed
cleaning
up after themselves. One student that "students have not cleaned up, and will
A TRIPOD request that a student reporter allowed to attend all meetings unless asked
be allowed to attend Faculty meetings was to leave by the Secretary of the Faculty or said that the change in the dorm conditions not."
was not "drastic," but added that "the trash
At Jackson, where a worker is still
returned to the Faculty Conference after a the President.
The recommendation presented to the around campus is an eyesore." Two other operating full-time, only "slightly dirty"
•45-minute debate in Tuesday's Faculty
Faculty this week would have empowered students complained that faulty heating lavatories brought complaints. Neil Boutin,
meeting.
Many members felt that the issue must be the Secretary of the Faculty to "invite" a would go unrepaired as long as the strike resident co-ordinator for South Campus,
considered as part of a larger question of student reporter who would remain unless continued. Another student claimed that said that conditions at Jackson now are "at
whether other students or other press would asked to leave by any voting member of the "the College could do without them (B & G. least equal" in quality to pre-strike conworkers.)."
ditions. He said that students have been
be granted admittance. These were the Faculty.
One Vernon Heights resident said that the "more careful" in the lavatories, adding
During the debate amendments were
reasons given for recommittal.
A first recommittal vote failed because proposed to limit exclusion only on the floors were "a littler dirtier, but B and G that Jackson had felt "no privation" yet as a
many Faculty felt that the eight-month old grounds of "priviledged information" as does not clean up effectively anyway, so we result of the strike.
Elton students reported little change
request "should finally be decided. After claimed by a voting member, or by majority don't miss them, This dorm could survive
indefinitely without them."
outside of slightly dirtier halls. "I really
more lengthy discussion in a cold McCook vote of the Faculty present.
Another Vernonite echoed those sen- don't care if they (B and G workers) come
Under these proposed amendments, the
auditorium, the Faculty changed its mind.
The original TRIPOD proposal was sent to President would act to prevent abuse of the timents. "If they never came back, I'd get back-but I would like somebody to clean
and disinfect the bathrooms," -said one
the Faculty conference last spring. The priviledge. The Conference will consider the along just as well."
Another said, "Vernon Heights could last Eltonian.
editorial board requested that a reporter be question of privileged information in
pretty much indefinitely without B & G, Jones residents said that two students had
making the next recommendation.
Many Faculty members commented after because keeping individual rooms clean is cleaned the second-floor lavatory. Few
the meeting that there was little opposition the only problem."
complaints were expressed about the ~
Some Jarvis residents said their floors and cleanliness of the dorm.
to the idea of having a student present at
Faculty meetings. Most of the discussion lavatories were'"dirtier than usual," and
centered 01V'what other people •would be reported that students had not "picked up
the slack" by.doing their own cleaning. One
welcome, and under what conditions.
It is believed that the original TRIPOD student said that "the kids are not willing to
• request was defeated in The Faculty Con- clean up for themselves any longer." He
would actively
ference. Later, after alteration, the Con- claimed that more students
!
All freshmen seminar students are-invited ference approved the modified recom- support the strike it schoolwork was not so
lo attend a meeting with Professor Painter mendation that was presented at the heavy at present.
Another student said "The absence of B &
and Dean Winslow to discuss the seminar meeting Tuesday.
program on Monday, December 14, at 4 p.m.
Commenting on the development, Steven G is hurting the workers more than the
in McCook Auditorium.
Pearlstein. TRIPOD editor said, "We students."
"I wouldn't mind cleaning up the dorm for
certainly hope that the Conference will
include us in their deliberations on the the rest of the year if B & G never came
matter. We originally had asked that the back," said another student.
Students in Cook B reported "absolutely
reporter issue be separated from the issue of
students at Faculty meetings, for political no change" in dorm conditions. They
Draft counselling*, is available in the reasons. If Faculty sentiment is in favor of pronounced B & G workers "ineffective, but
Chapel at the following times: Mondays 3-5 both, then it is worth waiting for further noisy," They advocated replacing "at least
one half" of the B & G workers by students,
action by the Conference."
and 7-9; Tuesday through Fridays 3-5.
Round-trip DC-8 JET
•from New York -

Career Counselor

Conference to Consider
Opeij Facility Meetings

Notices
Freshpi;

THE

Draft

EUROPE

The City
Professor Robert Nathans will give a talk
on "The Scientist and the City," Tuesday,
December 15, at 7:30 p.m. in McCook
Auditorium.
;

Two Top-Name
Mind-bending speculative fiction
by award-winning s-f authors.
(66-480, $1.25)

High School
Students interested in teaching in the
Trinity-High School Seminar program in the
'.' coming term should pick up an application
in the Office of Educatiooal Services on
December 14. The application must be
completed and returned by Monday,
December 21.

BICMA5D IDRBIB
iftHttl MAHPU.
JACK N i w m i o
MARCIPURCV
8ICHARC POIPUB
POISON RADCR
1OM HtlGSD*'
SOL TURICK
Naialulianar? | *
JOACHIM
NfUGROSCl LI
GlKAhD MAIA •
HANK MICHEL

For only $210* round trip,
Icelandic Airlines flies you direct to Luxembourg In the heart
of Europe for best connections
•to everywhere. Dally jets. No
groups to Join. Stay one day or
up to 45. Fly Icelandic—for lowest fares to Iceland, Luxembourg, England, Scotland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark.
Special fares for students and
groups remaining overseas more
than 45 days. Major credit cards
—or Pay Later Plan. Mail coupon;
then call your travel agent.
"Add $20 one way on Fri. and Sat.
To: Icelandic Airlines
630 Fifth Ave., N.Y. 10020
(212) PL 7-8585
Send folder CN on Lowest Jet
Fares to Europe Q Student
Fares Q

Superdean
....is alive and well on the "Spitz and
Peebles Comedy Hour." Along with Trivia
and goldies. Listen Sundays, 9-10 p.m
WRTC. "

A new-style radical re*, r /.
featuring the foremost writers
of the New Left. [66-455, $1.25)
PAPERBACK LIBRARY

Squash

AVAILABLE WHEREVER PAPERBACKS ARE SOLD
or write Dept, C, Paperback Library,
315 Park Avenue South, N e w York, N.Y. 10010,

Students interested in intramural squash
should contact Bob Osher, Box 647.

Enclose 10* per copy for mailing and handling.

LOWEST
AIR FARES
TO EUROPE
of any scheduled airline
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Will to Yield $1 Million

by John Mattus
Yale University received over $l7-million
from the estates of two Yale alumni this
week, one-third more money than Trinity
has received in bequests in the entire 148year history of the College.
Although the College does not expect to
catch up to Yale, Judson M. Rees, the
Development Office director, views future
gift-giving to the College with "guarded"
optimism.
The College has received approximately
$ll-million in bequests since its founding,
according to Development Office records.
"The largest bequesf'ever received - one
million dollars - will be in the College's
hands very soon, according to Rees.
"Last year( alumni and parents contributed more than ever before," Rees said
in an interview Wednesday.
"The; experience this year," he added,
shows that alumni and parents are still
increasing the amount given to the College.
The doner of the $l-million is Mrs. Edwin
Blake of West Hartford who died last year.
She inherited the money from Blake's
family, according to Rees. Mrs. Blake was
married previously to George T. Linsley, an
Episcopal minister. Rees said that the
money willed to the College will be used to
establish a scholarship endowment in
Linsley's name, as Mrs. Blake requested.
Neither Linsley or Blake were alumni of
the College, but Linsley "thought highly of
Trinity," according to Rees, and is considered to be the reason for the milliondollar bequest.
The College is continually searching for
possible donors, and this is one function of
the Development Office, Rees commented.
The College is trying to raise money by
several methods, he said.
One method is a yearly appeal to alumni,
parents, business and industry, foundations
and individual "friends" of the College for
contributions to the budget, Rees explained.
One of the reasons for the budget deficit
last year, Rees said, was that the goal for
alumni-parent contribution was not

reached. This year's goal is $350,000 and the
campaign will run from November 9 until
June 30 next year.
The College has "a deficit operation every
year" he said. Rees explained that the
College forms its budget first and then
throughout the year it must raise the funds it
has already decided to spend.
According to a figure released by
President Lockwood, the budget deficit last
year was $320,000. The expected deficit for
this year is $500,000, said Rees.
The College is a gift-supported operation.
This is why gifts are so crucial," Rees said.
They "not only keep us solvent but help us
to move forward." Without gifts there would
be an increase in tuition or an exhaustion of
the College's endowment, Rees added.
The College charges students about $2300
for tuition, but "it costs us double that to
provide an education" Rees stated.
Another method of raising money for the
College is by seeking funds "for endowment
and for specific programs and facilities over
and above those provided in the budget"
Rees said.
The College is seeking endowment for
professorships, "the income from which will
be used to- cover the expenses of
distinguished professors on campus."
Endowment also is sought for scholarships
and for "all programs in the budget" Rees
added.
The Development Office is presently
trying to find a $l-million donor for the High
Rise dormitory. Rees said the donor would
get "his name on the building."
The dormitory "has already been paid
for" if loans are included, Rees said. A $1million donation would provide a million
dollars "free and clear for Trinity" to use in
any capacity.
Another proposal is a $150,000 donation for
the newly relocated infirmary , Rees added.
Rees has a list of such "proposals" for
possible donations and he also has a list of
"prospective donors" and he tries to match

BEER
TALK
by Ed McMahon
In whicli the candid connoisseur ansuei s que\tion\
about Beer, and the drinking of same
DEAR ED: I'm burned up because
after a weekend romp in the woods,
I forgot to put a leftover 6-pak
of Budweiser in the refrigerator.
Everybody says you can't chill beer
twice, so what should I do?
FUMING
DEAR FUMING: First,
cool off, pal: Then cool
off that Bud« to your
heart's content (or
about 40°).
There's no problem,
because a really good
beer like Budweiser
is just as good when
you ice it twice.

"•••

the two.
Rees said "we try to work from the known
interest of a prospective donor" and "we
explore that interest with him - his desire
and capabilities to fund it."
"This is the most successful way of raising
big money" Rees commented.
Another way of raising money is by appealing to foundations. In 1966 "Trinity
successfully completed" a campaign to
match a $4-million grant by the Ford
Foundation. The College raised more than
the $4-million required and ended with a
total "over io-million" Rees stated.
Another method of raising cash is a fund
drive, according to Rees. "The trustees of
the College are giving serious consideration

to a drive to coincide, or commemorate, our
105th anniversary in 1973," Rees said.
They are studying the feasibility of the
campaign, including what goal to set and
how much alumni can be expected to contribute, Rees said.
The return on an endowment is generally
4-5%, according to Rees. It is wiser to invest
the endowed money rather than leave it in a
bank because "you couldn't survive on
straight interest because you're not keeping
pace with inflationary rates," Rees explained.
Rees pointed out that interest from a
bank, even if it is as high as 6%, does not
include a growth factor, which investment
would hopefully provide.

Meeting,, \
P .1)
have to be postponed in order to balance the who agreed to pay $10 extra tuition were
College's budget.
gathered by Wednesday afternoon when
Smith also cited the anticipated deficit in students first learned that a tentative setexplaining the College's refusal to agree to tlement had been reached.
• ••
binding arbitration. "To enter arbitration
A rally outside Mather Hall in support of
both parties have to be prepared to give." the strike early Wednesday afternoon drew
"Our assessment is that we cannot afford to about 30 students. About the same number
give," Smith said.
of students marched on the B&G picket lines
The all-College meeting rejected a motion Wednesday morning.
by David W. Green 71 calling for a 20%
wage hike for the Buildings and Grounds
workers and a student strike if the demand
was not met. Green called both the College's
wage offer and the Union's demands
"despicable." He said that neither proposal
would give the workers a "decent" standard
of living.
Green also criticized the proposal for
binding arbitration. "Arbitration would not
help the workers, it is an easy way out,"
Green said.
"The Scientist and the City" will be the
The names of about two hundred students
subject of a talk by Dr. Robert Nathans of
the State University of New York on
Tuesday, December 15, in McCoofc
auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
There will be a reception following the
lecture.
,
Nathans is professor of physics and
director of Urban Science and Engineering
at SUNY at Stony Brook.
He will be on campus Tuesday and
Wednesday next week, December 15 and 16.
While at the College, he will attend physics
classes and meet with the Urban?
Environmental Studies Advisory Committee.
Nathans visit is being sponsored by the
Physics Department and the UrbanEnvironmental Studies program.
He received a B.S. degree from the
University of Delaware in 1949, an M.S.
from the University of Minnesota in 1950 and
a Ph.D. in physics from the University of
Pennsylvania in 1954.
He has taught at Pennsylvania State.
University, Osaka'"University, Japan, and
has worked at Lincoln Laboratory, M.I.T,
and the Brookhaven National Laboratory,
Nathans was a recipient of a Fulbright
grant in 1958 and is a member of the
American Physical Society.

Nathans Here
For Urban
Science Talk

*,,.

But I can't resist
mentioning that there is an
easy way to avoid the situation altogether.
Just make sure there's no Bud left over

Budweiser
KING OF BEERS •

r-BUSCH, INC. . • S I . LOUIS .
•ANHEUSEi"

NEWARK • LOS ANGELES . TAMPA . HOUSTON . COLUMBUS . J A C K S O N V I L L E .

MERRIMACI^

MALE BOX
Wintonbury Mall
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Bants Drop Third Straight;
Fall to Coast Guard, 73-64
by Dick Vane
Trinity "held" the opposition under 100 of the cannon type of game which they
points for the first time this season Monday played at the game's end. Shots were taken
night, 27 points under 100 to be exact. The off balance and there was no working inside.
trouble was that the Bantams themselves If Trinity is to top MIT here Saturday night,
were held 3fi points under 100 and fell to the they will have to put their running game
Coast Guard Academy 73-64 in New London. together and work peacefully for baskets
The loss brought Trinity's record on the instead of bombing for them.
The Bantams led most of the first half and
year to 0-3.
Coast Guard is the kind of team which were even with the Cadets at 55-55 with 8:10.
Trinity should beat if the Bantams play their remaining, but horrendous outside shooting
type of game, which is supposedly a break and a methodical Coast Gua'rd offense
and run game; They did not play that game finally brought coach George Hill's Cadets
Monday; when things slowed clown they did their second consecutive win of the season.
not use the controlled plays that they have, Pat Shuck's jump shot broke the deadlock
but began to play a game of "let's see who with 6:25 left establishing a lead which the
can shoot from I he farthest out." The 44-33 Cadets were never to relinquish.
Cadet rebound advantage is directly atCoast Guard had taken a 6-0 lead at the
tributable to this. The Bantams did not set outset, but coach Robie Shults' Bantams
up and there was no one underneath to get a fought, back to tie the score at lti-Ki. With
carom.
about four minutes remaining in the half
The Coast Guard defense also had an Trinity had upped its lead to 31-24, but a late
effect on the Bantam game. The Cadets used flurry by the Cadeis again knotted the score
a box and one system, with the odd man uf 3(i-3[i. John Duncan's hoop with 11 seconds
covering Howie GrefinblaU. The Bantam left gave the Coaslies a two point advantage
caplain was hindered, £>y .the tight coverage, at the half, 3it-:«i.
and the free wheeling offense he usually
After intermission Coast Guard spurted to
guides suffered.
a 51-43 lead only to have Trinity tie the score
Turnovers and erratic foul shooting again at 55-55. However, clutch military shooting
hurt, but the Bantams failed to win because in the final minutes more than offset the late
Bantam surge. Ken Bicknell, a fi-5 center
was the game's high scorer with 19 points;
Duncan had 17. Sophomore forward Nat
Williams led Trinity with 16 points. Senior
Jim Wolcott had 15 while Greenblatt netted
14.

Philadelphia
Stint's Pickings
by Albert Donsky
About.',|oiice every tliree^or four years,
there is* a football game that surpasses
everything in importance. Such games are
rare, and unusual, to paraphrase Joe
Kuharick, but when they occur it behooves
every sportswriter worth his salt to make
some sort of mention of these games. Now
when L'say big games I mean big games.
Games'along the lines of Texas-Arkansas or
Ohio State-Michigan are peanuts when
compared to games that are really big.
Well, you're in luck. Perhaps the biggest
game in the last ten or twenty years of
college football is being played this weekend
in Greenville, South Carolina, This game
matches two of the biggest football powers
in the country, two teams of which the mere
mention of their names gives the listener
visions of Knute Rockne, the Four Horsemen, the Seven Blocks of Granite, The
Galloping Ghost, and Jim Thorpe all rolled
into one.
Yes, that's right, this Saturday,
December 12, will be a day that will live in
the annals of football forever; in Greenville,
S.C. in the ISth Annual Champion Bowl at
Furman Stadium (more on that later), the
National Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics 1969 Champions, Texas AJ try to
make it two in a row as they meet the
possessors of a twenty-game winning
'. streak, Wofford.
Oh no. Well, you all remember Wofford,
the butt of many a poor joke by Gracey.
They
played
Furman
earlier
this year (in the famous (or infamous)
Furman-Wofford game that saw Furman
begin another 1-8-1 season) and now they
•; return to Furman Stadium as their
awesome running attack battles the aerial
theatrics of Texas Arl. Wofford is led by
Bobby Jordan (Mr. Inside) and Cliff Boyd
(Mr. Outside). Texas Art, nicknamed the
Javelinas, is led by 6'2" 210 senior quarterback Karl Douglas, who was the
V Champion Bowl's MVP last year when TA?I
bested Concordia of Minnesota, 32-7. He will
be throwing to Dwight Harrison and
Eldridge Small, who do the 100 in 9.3 and 9.4
respectively. In other words, Douglas will
, be chucking strikes to his fleet-footed speed
merchants, who can really fly.
Wofford, called the Terriers by their some
1,000 students, is appearing in its first NAIA
title game. TA^I, which has an enrollment of
some 8,000, is shooting for an unprecedented
.third NAIA title, as well as its second
, straight. Wofford has the proverbial home
court advantage, since the campus is in
nearby Spartanburg. The Texans have a
long trip to make from their home in
Kingsville.
And finally the pick: How can a team
named Wofford lose? Wofford 32-Texas A«l
27,

TRINITY FROSH

COAST GUARD FROSH
G FT TP

PG FT TP
Knhn

Coloring
Dopuiy
McGil
Lenlz
Pugh
'
Koehler
Carlson
Wicklund

3

5
3 V.
6 2
5 0

Ducktm
Kindl
Marlin
Fonkel
Waters
Corrigan
Barthwoll

6 13

4

1 9
3 11
0 3 3
0 0 0
4 3 11
0 0 0

4

.

Jaworskl
17

25 53 73

COAST GUARD
TQ
Bicknell
Cyre
Duncan
Tranchard
Shuck
Kuchin
Froehlich
Woolen
Bradley
Petko
Totals

FT
5

2

2

2
1
0

Erlcson

6

1 5
6 B
0 0

19 53

TRINITY
PT5

9
0 0
£ 5
5 1
5 2
1 2
1 0
3 0
0 0
1 0
27 19

19
0
17
11
12
4
2
6
0
2
73

FO
GreenblaU
Floyd
Williams
Merrill
T.McGuirK
Viering
Shepard
Reese
Perkins
Wolcott
Totals

FT

PTS

3 8
0 1
6 4
3 0
2 4
0 0
0 0
0 0
2 0
7 I
23 18

14
1
16
6
8
0
0
0
4
15
64

Captain Howie Greenbliitt goes up for a shot (luring Monday's loss to Coast Guard.
Greenblatt was hold to only 11 points as ('oast Guard employed a box-and-one against
him throughout the entire game. Monday's loss leaves the Bantams with a winless 0-3
record going into tomorrow's encounter with MIT.

Frosh Down Coast Guard;
End 2 Year Losing Streak
by Mark von Mayrhauser
A poised Trinity freshmen basketball
team held off a brief second half surge and
went on to defeat the Coast Guard Academy
frosh, 73-53, at Coast Guard on Monday
night. The opening game victory broke a 16
game freshmen losing streak stretching
back to the 1968-1969 season, and marked the
successful debut of first year coach Bill
Sferro.
The Trinity frosh went into the locker
room at halftime with a comfortable 21 point
lead. During the second half the big
Coasties, now with a larger crowd cheering
them, mariaged to cut the margin to nine
points. Coach Sferro called a time out, told
his boys to forget the crowd and play their
own game. The freshmen did just that and
pulled away from the Coasties to win by 20.
The game, the opener for both clubs, was
marred by a lot of fouls. The play got quite
sloppy at times, but more often it got pretty
rough. Bantam Bill Fenkel in the middle of
much of the action, went to the charity
stripe 17 times. "The boys learned that
college basketball is a fast and physical
game," commented Sferro.
Trinity dominated the entire first half as
they held Coast Guard to merely 21 points. A
good example of the control the Bantams
exercised came on the last play of the half.

For the final fifty seconds, Trinity froze the
ball in a four corner offense, Finally, John
Kindl broke through the middle and hit Ron
Waters for an easy lay-up at the buzzer,
sending the frustrated Coasties off to the
locker room 21 points behind.
All five starters contributed significantly
to the Bantams' victory. Big Bill Fenkel,
with 25 points and 18 rebounds, came on
strongly in the rough second half. Fenkel
was helped on the boards by Reggie Martin ....
who had seven rebounds as well as ten
points. Guard Bruce Kahb popped in eleven
points and handed out four assists, while
Ron Duckett flashed some blazing speed on
defense, stealing six enemy passes. Forward John Kindl was the most consistent of
the five starters hitting six of ten shots and
fourteen points.
Coach Sferro was quite pleased with his
team's performance,, especially in the
second half when they were playing in front
of the loud Coast Guard crowd gathering for
the varsity game. "When you play down
there you have to beat more than the five
men on the floor."
Sferro was also happy with his bench.
"The kids on the bench had great spirit, t
They talked it up and kept the first stringers
on their toes."

Floors Bonavena in 15th

Ali: "Bulls" to Win; Remains Undefeated
by Shawn O'Donnell
In his time, the fighter shuffles through an
underworld of rank gyms and dingy arenas
He takes his cuts from the journeymen and
moonlighters he battles in the ring and from
the promoters and managers who smoke
expensive cigars in offices with frosted
windows. It is a wearing business and the
fighter is invariably left with less than he
started with. Still, if he is capable, he can
create something as stark and moving as a
bullfight. Muhammad Ali is one boxer so
gifted and he chose this theme for his last
fight.
Ali had seemed somewhat shrill in the last
few weeks as if he were distraught over the
public's reluctance to believe in him even
after his mangificently efficient dismantling
of Jerry Quarry. But in Oscar Bonavena he
had the perfect foil. In the mind's eye, one
could see Ali spinning off the ropes and
firing onetwothreefourfive punches into the
blank stare that masks Oscar's face. The
jab would be a muleta, flicking before the
bewildered Argentinian. It would all be
brilliantly staged and executed. Bonavena,
his talents expressive of a force so
elemental that they defy articulation, was,
in a sense, the ultimate test for Ali.
For three rounds AH p'ay?d his rnle

perfectly. He used the taunts and occasional
jabs he threw at Bonavena the way a
matador uses the banderillas to prick the
bull into a fury. But in the fourth round
something went wrong. One of Bonavena's
wild swipes landed and Ali was struggling.
Muhammad was not able to carry through
his familiar ritual. Impulsivo, the bull that
nearly killed the great El Cordobes, was
blind in one eye. The bull would not be
diverted by the muleta and eventually one of
its blind thrusts found the matador's groin.
Similiarly, a refined stylist like Ali could not
handle the untutored Bonavena. Oscar's
defect, his purblind clumsiness, allowed him
to succeed where others had failed. Thus
Ali, not quite as springhtly as he once was,
lost the ring command that he had in past
years.
Ali had predicted a ninth round knockout.
He managed to hurt Oscar but he could not
keep Bonavena from charging. The
champion's defense collapsed completely
near the end of the ninth round. He was
forced into range of Bonavena's clubbing
lefts and rights and in the words of one expug, "ht' got wasted". Remarkably, Ali
recovered and in doing so showed a resolve
under rdeniless pressure that many had

doubted he possessed.
By the late rounds Ali looked drained. The
snap was gone from his jab and the bounce
had departed from his legs. Bonavena was
pressing the champion and doing damage in
the clinches. Still, the judges had Ali ahead
going into the fifteenth round. What happened then was astounding. Bonavena had
stormed from his corner at the bell only to
be tied up by Ali. Suddenly, halfway through
the round, Ali dropped Bonavena with a left
hook off a left-right combination. Bonavena
beat the count but Ali pounced on him and
decked him again with a second stiff hook to
the head. Oscar arose as the referee tolled
"six" and started walking towards Ali's
corner. Muhammad turned him around and
flattened him with yet another left hook.
New York rules stipulate that the fight shall
be stopped if a man is knocked down three
times in one round. It marked the first time
that Oscar did not make it to the final bellAnd so the way is cleared for the AliFrazier showdown early next year. The
contrast is intriguing: the dancer and tne
stevedore. Fnmor is a stolid workman.
anchored by tradition. Ali is the grea'
iconoclast, a creative free lancer.

